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Developing a solution...

Michael Linsky
Managing Director

Our objective was to create an innovative and unique solution focused on 
bedroom lighting.  

When we started the project, our research showed that today’s bedroom 
lighting options were limited and designed based on kitchen application. 
Having identified the challenges, we designed and engineered modern LED 
lighting solutions such as the lithium-ion rechargeable battery operated lights 
to increase the convenience and practicality for our customers. 

Our exclusive bedroom catalogue is comprised of high quality, unique ideas 
and innovative creations designed and developed in the UK. Our aim is to il-
lustrate the importance of bedroom lighting, transform your choice, and inspire 
you to think differently. 

Why Sensio?

Quality 
We pride ourselves on offering superior quality products, using the 
best components and materials to guarantee long-life performance, 
high light output and enhanced durability. All of our products are 
certified by UK laboratories,  are in line with our Quality Assurance 
Policy and come with a 5 Year Guarantee.  

INNOVATION AWARDS 
EXCEL LONDON 2011

Award winning product design:

Innovation
Design and development has always been at the heart of what we do. 
We don’t just follow the trends - we help set them. We design products 
in the UK, allowing us to put our expertise and industry kowledge to 
use to ensure every detail is designed with sheer excellence and to the 
highest standard.

Support
We offer comprehensive training, specialist marketing resources 
and an experienced support structure to offer guidance to all our 
customers. With over 13 years in the industry, we believe we have the 
knowledge and understanding to exceed your expectations.  

The Sensio team

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk2
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The importance of
bedroom lighting

A great lighting scheme can really make a difference to the functionality & 
atmosphere of the bedroom. Consider wardrobe lights and reading lights for 
practicality, and flexible strip lighting to create a relaxing atmosphere. Here's an 
example of how Sensio LED lighting can truly transform the bedroom.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk4
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After    lighting
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We pride ourselves on offering exclusive, high quality products with 
superior design and functionality to create the perfect LED lighting 
solutions. Designing our products in the UK allows us to put our 
expertise and industry knowledge to use.

We design products at our head office in 
West Yorkshire to ensure we have the highest 
degree of control and continually deliver new 
and innovative ideas to excite our customers.  

Helping you bring your customers visions 
to life is our inspiration which is why we will 
continue to listen and grow our own unique 
product offering. 

We don't just think lighting, we think 
furniture; to ensure our unique product 
offering enhances your designs.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk6



Innovative Lithium-ion 
Battery

Our bedroom lighting range consists of both rechargeable 
battery and low voltage LED products, so there is always a 
product to meet your requirements This page tells you all 
about the features of the rechargeable battery. 

Advantages of our rechargeable battery lighting range

•        No wiring. No electrical installation required. Anyone can fit.
•        Simple to maintain. The battery within these fittings is to be  
         recharged as required using a pluggable USB charger.
•        Low running cost. The battery only needs to be recharged 
         2-3 times a year (based on an average usage figure).
•        Flexibility. The fitting can be placed as required in the 
         wardrobe or cabinet without worrying about holes for cable.

About the battery

•       Lithium-ion battery
•       Rechargeable 
•       High energy density
•       Slow loss of charge when not in use
•       Self-discharge rate of approximately 5-10% per month
•       The lifespan of all products in the battery range is 30,000 hours
•       Pluggable charger with 1m or 5m USB charging cable
•       Charging time 5-6 hours on average
•       The running time of battery operated products between charging  
         is 8 months on average (based on 2.5 minutes usage per day)

Image shows the rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery inside the 
Solus LED fitting.  

Image shows the Solus on 
charge using the USB outlet 
on the charger.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 7



1

2

SE20051C0
1 x Mimas Rechargeable Wardrobe Light
See page 15

3

03.2002.0610
1 x Alto Rechargeable Wardrobe Rail Light
See page 12

Featured products

4

SE9030HD
2 x HD LED Battery Operated Drawer Light
See page 23

1 2

3

4

SE20061C0
3 x Solus Rechargeable Wardrobe Light
See page 14

1

1

Lighting a sliding door
wardrobe

This page shows a sliding door design with a full internal lighting 
scheme created using LED rechargeable battery lighting only. There 
is absolutely no wiring required. Add an element of convenience to 
your bedroom with this design.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk8



SE40516
1 x Cabinet Sensor
See page 44

Featured products

1
1

2

SE20081C0
2 x Operio Wardrobe Light with PIR Sensor
See page 20

3

SE7300HDCW
2 x HD LED Drawer Light with IR Sensor
See page 22

4

SE10310CW & SE10311CW
4 x Viva LED Flexible Strip Lights
See page 32

1

2

2

3

4

4

5

SE20111C0
2 x Operio Wardrobe Light with 2 x PIR Sensors
See page 21

5

Lighting a hinged door
wardrobe

Here we've created a full lighting scheme with hidden wiring for this 
hinged wardrobe using some of our low voltage LED fittings. This 
design adds an element of convenience to the bedroom, as well as 
mood lighting with the uplighting above the wardrobe.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 9



Featured products

1

SE10011D0
3 x DuoFlex Flexible Strip Light
See page 30

2

SE1003000 & SE1004100
1 x DuoFlex Remote Conrol & Receiver
See page 31

3

SE20121C0
2 x Opus LED Reading Light
See page 38

3
3 1

1

2

Create a relaxing 
atmosphere 

Here, flexible strip lighting is used to create a perfect balance of ambient 
mood lighting. Really relax in the evening with this subtle lighting scheme. 
We have also added reading lights for practicality. No harsh overhead lighting 
required to read your favourite book in bed.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk10



Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 11



Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting >

Alto
LED Wardrobe Rail Light

Code Wattage Length LED Qty LED Colour Cut Length Lumens RRP

SE20182C0 0.35W 312mm 6pcs Cool White N/A 30Lm £53.64

SE20192C0 0.4W 362mm 7pcs Cool White 50mm 35Lm £50.52

SE20202C0 0.45W 412mm 8pcs Cool White N/A 40Lm £70.92

SE20212C0 0.5W 462mm 9pcs Cool White 50mm 45Lm £70.92

03.2001.0610 0.6W 562mm 11pcs Cool White 100mm 55Lm £67.68

SE20222C0 0.7W 662mm 13pcs Cool White 200mm 65Lm £86.04

03.2002.0610 0.8W 762mm 15pcs Cool White 300mm 75Lm £82.80

SE20232C0 0.9W 862mm 17pcs Cool White 400mm 85Lm £94.68

03.2003.0610 1W 962mm 19pcs Cool White 500mm 95Lm £91.56

03.2004.0610 1.2W 1162mm 23pcs Cool White 600mm 115Lm £96.60

> Aluminium wardrobe rail light with anti-slip design.
> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 

when the wardrobe door is opened.
> The PIR will remain on for 30 seconds and then automatically switch off to 

ensure there is no power wastage
> The rail is available in 10 lengths, most of which can be cut down if required. 

(The cut lengths stated below are the maximums from the left side of the unit)
> No electrical installation required. Contains a Lithium-ion rechargeable battery
> The run time of the product is 6.5 months based on 2.5 minutes of use per day. 

The charging time is 5.5 hours on average
> Recharge the unit using the 03.2005.0800 pluggable USB charger
> The maximum weight load of the rail is 20kg

'speed up your morning 
routine'

Wardrobe Rail Light & USB 
Charger

Side mounting 
bracket set included

Top mounting brackets with 
additional centre support 
(sold seperately)

Inset shows; PIR sensor, on/off 
switch & charging point.

Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase seperately)
03.2005.0800

 24mm 

 3
2m

m
 

 562/762/962/1162mm 

03.2005.0800 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m USB charging cable £9.72

03.2006.0603 Top mounting brackets with centre support £5.88

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk12



Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting >

Incline 
LED Wardrobe Strip Light

Code Length Wattage LED Qty LED Colour Cut Length Lumens RRP

SE20242C0 350mm 0.5W 6pcs Cool White N/A 27Lm £78.24

SE20252C0 550mm 0.6W 10pcs Cool White 100mm* 48Lm £80.28

SE20262C0 750mm 0.8W 14pcs Cool White 300mm* 70Lm £94.56

SE20272C0 850mm 0.9W 16pcs Cool White 400mm* 80Lm £96.60

SE20282C0 950mm 1W 18pcs Cool White 400mm* 95Lm £99.84

Accessories

03.2005.0800 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m USB charging cable                                                         £9.72

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the 
light on when the wardrobe door is opened

> The PIR will remain on for 30 seconds and then automatically switch off 
to ensure there is no power wastage

> This fitting is available in 5 standard lengths, however can be cut down 
if required

> No electrical installation required. Contains a Lithium-ion rechargeable 
battery

> The run time of the product is 6.5 months based on 2.5 minutes of use 
per day. The charging time is 4.5 hours on average

> Recharge the unit using the 03.2005.0800 pluggable USB charger
> Cool white LED for optimum light output

'light angled to prevent 
glare’

Incline Wardrobe Light & USB Charger

* Maximum cut length (an amount has to be cut from each end of the fitting).
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase seperately)
03.2005.0800

 350/550/750/850/950mm 

 41mm 

 1
8m

m
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Surface mounted with integrated PIR

Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting >

Solus
LED Wardrobe Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens RRP

SE20061C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White 1 52Lm £41.88

SE20061C3 2.1W 14pcs (PF) Cool White 3 52Lm (PF) £133.92

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £8.04

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required
> The product is cable free for ease of installation
> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger
> Angled surface light to reduce glare
> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 

when the wardrobe or cabinet door is opened
> The detection range of the PIR is 2m, meaning the fitting can be positioned as 

required inside the wardrobe
> The run time of the product is 8 months based on 2.5 minutes of use per day. 

The charging time is 6.5 hours on average
> The perfect fitting for use inside wardrobes with several storage compartments
> The product has an additional on/off switch for optional use

'so simple to install 
and maintain'

Mounting bracket included for 
installtionCharging point & on/off switch

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the USB cable (using a laptop for example).

Red indicator light shows that the unit is charging.

 
80

m
m

 

 83mm 

 1
7m

m
 

 3
5m

m
 

PF - per fitting

Pack includes 3 fittings and a USB charger.

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk14



Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting >

Mimas
LED Wardrobe Light

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required
>  The product is cable free for ease of installation
>  An ideal product for bedroom wardrobes or cabinets
> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 

when the wardrobe/cabinet door is opened
> The PIR will remain on for 30 seconds and then automatically switch off to 

ensure there is no power wastage
> The PIR has a detection range of 2m, allowing you to place the fitting where 

you require in the wardrobe/cabinet
> The run time of the product is 8 months based on 2.5 minutes of use per day. 

The charging time is 6.5 hours on average
> Recharge the unit using the pluggable USB charger
> The product has an additional on/off switch for optional use

'lighting just where 
you need it'

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Qty Lumens RRP

SE20051C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White 1 37Lm £51.36

SE20051C3 2.1W 14pcs (PF) Cool White 3 37Lm (PF) £162.48

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £8.04

Integrated PIR

Charging point & 
on/off switch

Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase seperately)
SE2007000

Mounting bracket  included for installtion

 200mm 

 55mm 

30
m

m
 

PF - per fitting

Pack includes 3 fittings and a USB charger.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 15Subject to technical changes



Surface mounted with integrated PIR

Lithium-ion Battery Wardrobe Lighting >

Prisma
Tiltable LED Wardrobe Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens RRP

SE20230W0 0.5W 8pcs Cool White 1 57Lm £33.84

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £8.04

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation 
required

> Cable free for simple installation. Anyone can install
> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger
> Contains a tiltable LED centre. Angle the light to the position you require
> Has an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on when 

the wardrobe or cabinet door is opened
> The charging time of this product is only 3 hours

'angle the light as 
you need it'

Mounting bracket included for 
installtion

Charging point & on/off switch

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the USB cable
(using a laptop for example).

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk16



Lithium-ion Battery Lighting >

Orion
LED Under Bed Light

> Comes with a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery pack
> No electrical installation required. Anyone can install
> Recharge the battery pack using the pluggable USB charger (see below)
> The product has a hinge for simple screw fixed installation
> PIR sensor integrated. When the product is mounted on the edge of the bed 

the sensor will detect movement from a 2m range and will project a beam of 
light across the floor

> This product is also suitable to be mounted in wardrobes or kitchen cabinets

'illuminates the floor as 
motion is detected'

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Finish Lumens RRP

SE20292W0 0.4W 6pcs Cool White Aluminium 32Lm £42.60

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable £8.04

Integrated PIR & Rechargeable 
Battery Pack

Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase seperately)
SE2007000

Rechargeable Battery Pack

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 17Subject to technical changes



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk18



Accessories

03.2006.0603 Top mounting brackets with centre support £5.88

SE9009 2.5m extention cable £2.04

Driver (for more drivers see page 47)

SE40625 6W LED Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor £15.00

Built-in PIR

> Aluminium wardrobe rail light
> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on 

when the wardrobe door is opened
> The PIR will remain on for 30 seconds and then automatically switch off to 

ensure there is no power wastage
> The rail is available in 4 standard lengths, however can be cut down from the 

left side if required. Ensure you leave 70mm from the left side of the sensor 
and the remaining length can then be cut as required

> Contains a soft rubber strip to prevent items from slipping on the rail
> The maximum weight load of the rail is 20kg
> Side/top mounted fixing bracket provided
> The advantages of the Elara over the Alto are; the higher light output and no 

maintenance is required (no requirement to recharge)

'lighting truly integrated 
into your wardrobe'

Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Elara 
LED Wardrobe Rail Light

Code Wattage Length LED Qty Cut Length Lumens Driver RRP

SE20011C0 1.9W 562mm 24pcs 100mm* 110Lm ■ £42.60

SE20021C0 2.6W 762mm 36pcs 300mm* 132Lm ■ £47.40

SE20031C0 3.2W 962mm 45pcs 300mm* 152Lm ■ £55.92

SE20041C0 3.9W 1162mm 54pcs 400mm* 170Lm ■ £60.84

* Keep 100mm from the left side of the PIR sensor switch, the remaining length on the left side can be cut.

Side mounting 
bracket set included

Top mounting brackets 
with additional centre 
support sold seperately

 562/762/962/1162mm 

 31m
m

 

23mm 

10mm hole required to feed the cable & JB4 plug

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 19Subject to technical changes



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Operio Mini 
LED Wardrobe Light

> Surface mounted product for simple installation
> Fit at the top of a wardrobe/cabinet or at the side as pictured to throw 

light across the width of the wardrobe
> Compact design for a discreet lighting solution
> Contains an integrated PIR sensor switch, so the light will switch on 

when the wardrobe/cabinet door is opened
> The PIR has a detection range of 2m so the fitting can be positioned in 

the wardrobe as required
> The LEDs in this fitting are concealed
> The curved aspect of the fitting means the light is dispersed evenly and 

is directed back into the wardrobe/cabinet as required
> High light output, low energy consumption
> Each 120mm fitting runs at only 1.2W

'small and discreet, 
side or top mount'

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Qty Lumens Driver RRP

SE20081C0 1.2W 3pcs Cool White 1 28Lm ■ £29.04

SE20081C2 2.4W 3pcs (PF) Cool White 2 28Lm (PF) Included £73.32

Integrated PIR

Concealed LED's
Accessories

SE9009 2.5m extention cable      £2.04

corner unit to flood the wardrobe with light
One Operio Mini is fit at either side of this

 35mm 

 2
0m

m
 

 120mm

Driver (for more drivers see page 47)

SE40625 6W LED Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor          £15.00

PF - per fitting

Pack includes 2 fittings and one 6W driver.

10mm hole required to 
feed the cable and JB4 plug

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk20



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Operio
Wardrobe Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Finish Lumens Driver RRP

SE20111C0 2.2W 30pcs Cool White Aluminium 100Lm ■ £47.40

> Contains 2 integrated PIR sensor switches, so the light will switch on no 
matter which side of the wardrobe is opened

> The PIR has a detection range of 2m so the fitting can be placed in the centre 
of the wardrobe and will still detect the door opening

> Surface mounted product for simple installation
> The LEDs in this fitting are concealed
> The curved aspect of the fitting means the light is dispersed evenly and is 

directed back into the wardrobe/cabinet as required
> High light output, low energy consumption
> Each 400mm fitting runs at only 2.2W

'two sensors for left & 
right doors'

Surface mounted with 2 x PIR switches

Accessories

SE9009 2.5m extention cable           £2.04

 400mm 

 35mm 
 2

0m
m

 

Driver (for more drivers see page 47)

SE40625 6W LED Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor       £15.00

Concealed LED's

10mm hole required to feed the cable & JB4 plug

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 21Subject to technical changes



452 / 552 / 752 / 852 / 952 / 1152mm 

22mm

45mm 

8mm 

2.5mm

2mm

14mm

HD LED Drawer Light

> Various lengths available to illuminate the full length of the drawer
> Cool white high definition LED to provide optimum light output
> High definition LED's integrated
> IR sensor integrated on the front edge of the fitting, as soon as the 

drawer is opened the light will illuminate. Once the drawer is closed the 
fitting will switch off immediately to ensure no energy wastage

> The ideal solution to illuminate drawers built into wardrobes
> Low wattage, meaning several drawers can be illuminated using only 

one LED driver if required
> Brackets and cable tidy supplied

'functional lighting to fit 
all bedroom drawers'

LED Drawer Lighting >

Verso 
LED Drawer Light

Code Wattage Length LED Qty Lumens Driver RRP

SE7300HDCW 2.6W 462mm 33 140Lm ■ £36.12

SE7305HDCW 3.3W 562mm 42 188Lm ■ £42.24

SE7310HDCW 4.5W 762mm 60 248Lm ■ £48.24

SE7315HDCW 5.4W 862mm 72 302Lm ■ £54.24

SE7320HDCW 6W 962mm 81 312Lm ■ £62.04

SE7325HDCW 7.3W 1162mm 99 387Lm ■ £68.16

Driver (for more drivers see page 47)

SE40625 6W LED Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor     £15.00

SE40525 15W LED Driver with 6 Port JB4 Distributor     £19.92

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk22



HD LED Battery Operated Drawer Light
with integrated IR sensor

> No wiring necessary so anyone can install this fitting
> 4 x AAA batteries required. (Not included)
> IR Sensor in-built (located in the centre of the fitting)
> Two functions of this fitting:
- Use as a drawer/in-cabinet light (the light switches on with the opening 

of a drawer/door)
- Use as an under unit light (the light switches on/off when a hand passes 

the sensor)
> When used for 3 minutes per day the batteries in the fitting will last 

approximately 1.5 years
> 5cm detection range of the IR Sensor
> Screws and adhesive pad included to install

'no wiring - anyone 
can install'

LED Drawer Lighting >

Vista 
LED Battery Drawer Light

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Cable Power Source RRP

SE9030HD 0.3W Cool White n/a 4 x AAA Batteries £26.16

AAA
AAA
AAA
AAA

4 x AAA batteries required. (Not included).

Screws & fixing pads included for installation

 303mm 

 14mm 

 1
3m

m
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Surface Mounted

Recessed

11
m

m

1m
m

65mm

13
.5

m
m

68mm

Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Argo 
Shelf Light Pack with Sensor

> The fitting is supplied with the collar, can be either surface mounted or recessed
> Die cast metal exterior with an aluminium effect finish
> High definition LED – each diode has a lens over it to intensify the 

light output
> Available in both cool white and warm white LED. Choose the LED colour 

which best suits your furniture
> Over 90% less energy used when comparing to halogen. Save money on 

electricity bills when switching from halogen to HD LED
> The SE2015000 recessed PIR sensor switch is included in the packs. (See 

pages 43-45 for alternative sensors/controllers)
> One additional Argo light can be added to each pack to be run from the 

driver supplied
> Use to illuminate internal wardrobe shelves, recess in above dresser units or 

wardrobe flyovers

'illuminate internal light 
shelves'

Code Wattage LED Colour Light Qty Colour Temp. Lumens RRP

SE20176C2 3.3W Cool White 2 5000K 85Lm (PF) £92.16

SE20166W2 3.3W Warm White 2 3200K 80Lm (PF) £92.16

Cut-out size: Ø57mm

If surface mounted, a 10mm hole is required to feed 
the cable & JB4 plug

Code Wattage LED Colour Light Qty Colour Temp. Lumens Driver RRP

SE9005HDCW 1.65W Cool White 1 5000K 85Lm ■ £21.00

SE9005HDWW 1.65W Warm White 1 3200K 80Lm ■ £21.00

* 1 x 6W driver & 1 x SE2015000 sensor switch is included in the above packs.

83mm

35
m

m
19

m
m

1500mm

83mm

35
m

m
19

m
m

1500mm
19mm

83mm

35mm

2000mm

Accessories

SE9009 2.5m extention cable         £2.04

PIR motion sensor switch 
SE2015000

Cut-out: Ø20mm

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk24



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Fino 
Surface Mounted Profile

Code Length LED Strip Cable Driver RRP

10.1000.0600 1m Profile only N/A N/A £11.40

10.1004.0600 2m Profile only N/A N/A £21.72

> Choose from our range of flexible strip lighting to create the perfect solution 
for your customer

> The profile is extremely slim to create the ultimate discreet lighting solution
> Aluminium profile with a frosted cover
> The profile protects the flexible strip light, protecting from dust and 

ultimately giving a more professional finish
> A versatile solution as both the profile and flexible strip can be cut to length. 

Perfect when you have bespoke sizes to meet
> Butt lengths of the profile together if a longer run is required
> See our range of sensors on pages 43-44 to switch the profile when mounted 

in a wardrobe
> End caps and mounting brackets included

'integrated functionality, 
great behind accessories' 

Surface Mounted 
Aluminium Profile

End caps and mounting 
brackets included

Accessories

10.1016.0602 2 x End Caps £1.10

10.1018.0602 2 x Mounting Brackets £1.10

Flexible Strip Lighting sold seperately - see pages 30-35 for options.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 25Subject to technical changes



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Ripple 
Angled Profile

Code Length LED Strip Cable Driver RRP

10.1020.0600 1m Profile only N/A N/A £10.92

10.1024.0600 2m Profile only N/A N/A £21.12

> Choose from our range of flexible strip lighting to create the perfect solution 
for your customer

> Angled fitting for optimum illumination of the wardrobe. This fitting will 
direct the light back and down through the wardrobe for optimum 
illumination of the contents

> See our range of sensors on pages 43-44 to switch the profile when 
mounted in a wardrobe

> Slim, aluminium profile with a frosted cover
> The profile protects the flexible strip light, protecting fromdust and 

ultimately giving a more professional finish
> A versatile solution as both the profile and flexible strip can be cut to length
> Butt lengths together for longer runs

'angled projection for 
optimum illumination'

End caps included

Angled Aluminium 
Profile

Cut-out  
width: 18 - 18.2mm
Depth: 6.7 - 7mm

Accessories

10.1029.0602 2 x End Caps        £1.10

Flexible Strip Lighting sold seperately - see pages 30-35 for options.

Subject to technical changesFor more information visit www.sensio.co.uk26



Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Linia 
Recessed Profile

Code Length LED Strip Cable Driver RRP

10.1008.0600 1m Profile only N/A N/A £11.88

10.1012.0600 2m Profile only N/A N/A £22.92

> An ideal fitting to install vertically along the inner panel of the wardrobe to 
illuminate across the wardrobe when the door is opened.  Alternatively fit at 
the top of a wardrobe

> Use with one of our external sensor switches (pages 43-44) so the light 
comes on as the door is opened and switches off as the door is closed

> The profile is extremely slim to create the ultimate discreet lighting solution
> Aluminium profile with a frosted cover
> The perfect way to create discreet convenience lighting in the wardrobe. 

Choose from our range of flexible strip lighting depending on the brightness 
level required

> A versatile solution as both the profile and flexible strip can be cut to lengt
> Butt lengths together for longer runs

'the ultimate in discreet 
interior lighting'

Recessed Aluminium 
Profile

End caps and mounting 
brackets included

Cut-out  
width: 18.5 - 19mm
Depth: 6 - 6.2mm

Flexible Strip Lighting sold seperately - see pages 30-35 for options.

Accessories

10.1017.0602 2 x End Caps £1.10

10.1019.0602 2 x Mounting Brackets £1.10
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Low Voltage Wardrobe Lighting >

Continuum 
Profile

>  The Continuum diffuses the diodes of the flexible strip range to create a 
sleek   design feature in wardrobes or walk-in wardrobes

>  Create stunning effects with this product
> Select the flexible strip option which will best suit your requirements. HD 

provides the brightest light output and RGB provides stunning colour 
changing mood lighting

>  Frosted plastic profile on an aluminium base
>  Butt lengths together for longer runs
>  Versatile product, perfect for bespoke designs
> See our range of sensors on pages 43-44 for switching options

Code Length LED Strip Cable Driver RRP

10.1032.0600 1m Profile only N/A N/A £13.92

10.1036.0600 2m Profile only N/A N/A £27.12

'illuminate interiors in 
walk-in wardrobes'

Continuum Profile 

End caps included

Flexible Strip Lighting sold seperately - see pages 30-35 for options.

Accessories

10.1040.0602 2 x End Caps £1.10
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Flexible Strip Lighting
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Cool white & warm white diodes side by side.
The strip is marked at intervals where it can 
be cut.

From top to bottom: warm white LED, natural 
white LED and cool white LED.

> The DuoFlex brings real flexibility to the flexible strip light range. With only 
one flexible strip the LED colour can be set from warm white through the 
full spectrum to cool white

> Self-adhesive 3M backing allows for quick and simple installation
> Male and female ends on the strip allow you to create the length required
> The strip can be cut to length, scissor marks on the product mark where it is 

suitable to cut (every 165mm)
> Operate using a remote control or inline switch. One remote control can be 

synced to up to 11 receivers
> A maximum length of 6m of the DuoFlex can be run from each receiver
> Ten brightness levels of the LED, dim or brighten by 10%
> Use this product for a variety of applications such as on the underside of 

the bed, around the headboard or above wardrobes to uplight

'seamlessly mix colour to 
create the perfect mood'

Cable/accessories

Driver Connection Lead – 2500mm  - (SE10325) -£2.28
One driver lead is required for each run of the DuoFlex.

DuoFlex Inter-Connecting Lead – 500mm (SE10328) - £2.40 
DuoFlex Corner Connection Lead – 50mm (SE10327) - £1.44

Flexible Strip Lighting >

DuoFlex 
Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED No. Colour Temp. Lumens Driver RRP

SE10011D0 3.75W 1000mm 72 2700-5000K 282-300lm ■ £45.48

SE10021D0 7.5W 2000mm 144 2700-5000K 282-300lm ■ £85.08

Main image shows the DuoFlex set to warm white

Packs

Code Wattage Length Cable Controller Driver RRP

SE10053D1 7.5W 2000mm 2 x 2.5m Inline switch included in pack £141.48

SE10073D1 7.5W 2000mm 2 x 2.5m Remote & Receiver Included in pack £181.20

SE1003000 - DuoFlex Remote Control (see page 30 for details)

SE1004100 - DuoFlex Receiver (see page 30 for details)

DuoFlex dimensions:

DuoFlex - cool white

The Inline Switch - included in the 
SE10053D1 Starter Pack
(not sold seperately)
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Remote Control >

DuoFlex 
Remote Control 

> The DuoFlex remote control allows you to choose from both cool white and 
warm white LED, or to create a natural white tone by mixing the two colours

> Functions of the DuoFlex remote control:
   - Rotate the colour temperature wheel to select the desired colour 
         temperature
      - Decrease the brightness level of the DuoFlex strips (in 10% incremements)
      - Increase the brightness level of the DuoFlex strips (in 10% incremements)
      - On/off – switch the connected fittings on/off
      - Memory function of the last setting before switched off
      - Radio Signal - the maximum range of the remote control is 15m

'control both LED colour 
and brightness'

Code Max Wattage Product description Driver RRP

SE1003000 n/a DuoFlex Remote Control ■ £23.28

SE1004100 22.5W per receiver DuoFlex Receiver ■ £33.36

The SE40555 15W driver will run a maximum of 4m of the DuoFlex.
The SE40556 30W driver will run a maximum of 6m of the DuoFlex.

The maximum length of the DuoFlex which can be run from one DuoFlex receiver is 6m.

Remote Receiver
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8mm

2.5mm

Length

2m Flexible LED Strip Light SE10318MCC Cut Joining Connector

> Self-adhesive 3M tape backing allows for quick and simple installation
> Male and female ends on the strip allow you to create the length required
> The strip can be cut to length, scissor marks on the product mark where 

suitable to cut
> No wastage. Re-use a cut section of the strip ONCE using the mini-cut 

connector (SE10318MCC)
> Extremely low energy consumption, only 5W per 2000mm
> Use this product for a variety of applications. Examples are; above the 

wardrobe to uplight the ceiling, on the underside of the bed, around a 
headboard or beneath internal shelves in the wardrobe (as pictured)

> All you need to install is an adequate amount of flexible strips, driver 
connection lead(s) – one per run of strips and a LED driver

> Run a maximum length of 12m from one driver (based on using the 
30W driver)

'one product, a 
multitude of uses'

Cable Accessories 

LED Flexible Strip Driver Connection Lead – 2500mm -  (SE10314) - £1.92
Required for each run of the  Viva Flexible Strip.

LED Flexible Strip Corner Connection Lead – 50mm (SE10316) - £0.84
LED Flexible Strip Inter-Connecting Lead – 1500mm (SE10317)  - £1.56
LED Flexible Strip Cut Joining Connector (SE10318MCC) - £0.60

For our range of sensors and LED dimmers 
please see pages 43-45.

Flexible Strip Lighting >

Viva
Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED No. LED Colour Lumens Driver RRP

SE10310CW 0.8W 300mm 12 Cool White (5000K) 36 ■ £11.88

SE10310WW 0.8W 300mm 12 Warm White (3200K) 36 ■ £11.76

SE10312CW 2.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000K) 107.5 ■ £32.76

SE10312WW 2.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3200K) 107.5 ■ £32.76

SE10311CW 5W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000K) 215 ■ £56.64

SE10311WW 5W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3200K) 215 ■ £56.64

Packs

Flexible strip used beneath a shelf 
in a walk-in wardrobe

SE10312CWK1 2.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000K) 107.5 included £57.96

SE10312WWK1 2.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3200K) 107.5 included £57.96

SE10311CWK1 5W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000K) 215 included £81.72

SE10311WWK1 5W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3200K) 215 included £81.72
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HD LED flexible strip light

> Self-adhesive 3M tape backing allows for quick and simple installation
> High light output, 3.5 times brighter than the standard flexible LED strip light
> Male and female ends on the strip allow you to create the length required
> The strip can be cut to length, scissor marks on the product mark where 

suitable to cut
> No wastage. Re-use a cut section of the strip ONCE using the mini-cut 

connector (SE90317HD)
> Use this product for a variety of applications (on the underside of the bed, 
     behind the headboard, above wardrobes or in a profile)
> All you need to install is an adequate amount of flexible strips, driver 

connection lead(s) – one per run of strips and a LED driver
> Run a maximum length of 6.66m from one driver (based on the 50W driver)

'3.5 times brighter 
than the standard'

Cable Accessories

HD LED Flexible Strip Driver Connection Lead – 2500mm -  (SE90314HD) - £2.64
Required for each run of the Vega Flexible Strip.
 
HD LED Flexible Strip Inter-Connecting Lead – 500mm (SE90315HD)  - £3.00
HD LED Flexible Strip Corner Connection Lead – 50mm (SE90316HD) - £2.52
HD/RGB LED Flexible Strip Cut Joining Connector (SE90317HD) - £0.96

For our range of sensors and LED dimmers 
please see pages 43-45.

Flexible Strip Lighting >

Vega
HD LED Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED's LED Colour Lumens Driver RRP

SE90310HDCW 2.5W 330mm 12 Cool White (5000K) 168Lm ■ £22.68

SE90310HDWW 2.5W 330mm 12 Warm White (3000K) 155Lm ■ £22.68

SE90311HDCW 7.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000K) 503Lm ■ £63.48

SE90311HDWW 7.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3000K) 465Lm ■ £63.48

SE90312HDCW 15W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000K) 1005Lm ■ £127.20

SE90312HDWW 15W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3000K) 930Lm ■ £127.20

Packs

Warm White HD LED Flexible Strip beneath the bed

SE90311HDCWK1 7.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000K) 503Lm included £79.32

SE90311HDWWK1 7.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3000K) 465Lm included £79.32

SE90312HDCWK1 15W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000K) 1005Lm included £150.00

SE90312HDWWK1 15W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3000K) 930Lm included £150.84
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LED RGB Colour Changing Flexible Strip Light

>  Self-adhesive 3M tape backing allows for quick and simple installation
>  7 pre-set colours of the RGB (cool white, violet, yellow, cyan, green, red and blue)
> The perfect product to create mood lighting, either set to one of the 7 colours, or 

select the slow or rapid colour change option
> Use this product for in a variety of applications (on the underside of the bed, 

behind the headboard, above wardrobes) to create stunning accent lighting in 
contemporary styled bedrooms

> Male and female ends on the strip allow you to create the length required
> The strip can be cut to length, scissor marks indicate where suitable to cut
> No wastage. Re-use a cut section of the strip ONCE using the mini-cut connector
> Use the SE40570/1 remote control to wirelessly create the effect or choose the 

colour that is perfect for you at the touch of a dial
> Run a maximum length of 6m from one driver

'change the colour 
to suit your mood'

Flexible Strip Lighting >

RGB Colour Changing 
Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED Colour Driver RRP

SE10320 1.8W 300mm 7 Pre-set Colours ■ £20.64

SE10322 10W 2000mm 7 Pre-set Colours ■ £101.64

SE10322

2000mm

18
m

m

75mm

48
m

m

1000mm

Accessories

SE10325 2500mm Driver Connection Lead (required to run the RGB strip) £2.33

SE10327 50mm Corner Connection Lead £1.47

SE10328 500mm Inter-Connecting Lead £2.45

For RGB drivers/controllers please see page 47

RGB Push Button Remote Control 

SE40522

Packs

Code Wattage Length Cable Other items included RRP

SE10160R1 10W 2000mm 2 x 2.5m 1 x SE40571 £206.52
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Remote Control >

RGB Colour Changing
Remote Control

> Create the effect or choose the colour that is perfect for you at the touch 
of a dial

> Functions of the RGB remote control:
   - Single colour mode – select one colour by rotating the wheel  

  - Gradual colour change – light colour gradually changes 
  - Colour change speed – change the speed at which the colours change 
     
  - Flashing colour change mode – light colour rapidly changes 
  - Brightness level – change through the 5 brightness levels of the RGB 
  - On/off – switch the connected fittings on/off

> Memory function of the performance before last switched off
> Radio Signal - Maximum range of controller is 10m
> A maximum of 6m of the RGB Flexible Strip can be run from one 30W RGB 

remote control

'convenient colour'

Code Max Wattage Use with Driver RRP

SE40570 15W 12V RGB products only (page 34) ■ £90.12

SE40571 30W 12V RGB products only (page 34) ■ £101.40

RGB Remote Control
Single colour; gradual colour change; rapid colour change; 
change colour change speed; dim; on/off
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LED Reading Lights
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LED Reading Lights >

Tactus 
LED Reading Light

Code Wattage LED Qty Qty Lumens Driver RRP

SE30155AL 1.4W 19pcs 1 40Lm ■ £36.48

SE30155ALK2 1.4W (PF) 19pcs (PF) 2 40Lm (PF) Inluded £88.08

> Touch on/off & dimming function. Touch the fitting to switch the light on/off 
and touch again to dim the light level from 100% to 50%

> The 25cm flexible arm allows the fitting to be positioned as required
> The bracket on the fitting is adjustable, meaning the reading light can be 

positioned on either side of the bed
> 19 cool white LEDs integrated for optimum light output
> Low energy consumption, each fitting runs at only 1.4W
> The 25,000 hour lifespan of the fitting means if used for 2 hours every day it 

would last 34 years before a replacement fitting was needed
> 12V fitting
> Includes screws for installation

'touch on/off 
functionality built-in'

Touch on/off  function. 
Touch the fitting to switch the light on/off. 

Touch on/off 
& dimming function

PF - Per Fitting

 11mm 

 8
6m

m

 
46mm

 
5m

m 

40
m

m
 

Driver (for more drivers see page 47)

SE40625 6W LED Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor     £15.00
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LED Reading Lights >

Opus 
LED Reading Light

> This fitting contains one high power LED, the brightest of the Sensio 
reading light range

>  Built-in driver for ultimate ease of installation
>  The 350mm flexible arm makes it simple to adjust the position of the light
> The fitting has a small push switch on the top of the light head, making it 

simple to switch the light on/off as required
> Low energy consumption. Each fitting runs at only 1.7W
> The 10 degree beam angle means the light source is very direct
> The small size of the light head makes for a discreet but powerful task light
> Quick and simple to install

'one high power LED for 
the brightest output'

Code Wattage LED Qty Qty per pack Lumens RRP

SE20121C0 1.7W 1pc 1 light 66Lm £45.96

SE20121C2 1.7W (PF) 1pc (PF) 2 lights 66Lm (PF) £91.92

On/off switch integrated

Built-in driver

 10
0m

m
 

 25mm 

 5
7m

m
 

 8mm 

 50mm 

 3
1m

m
 

 14mm

PF - Per Fitting
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LED Reading Lights >

Flecto 
LED Reading Light

Code Wattage LED Qty Qty per pack
 
Lumens RRP

SE20131C0 1.6W 9pcs 1 light 32Lm £40.92

SE20131C2 1.6W (PF) 9pcs (PF) 2 lights 32Lm (PF) £81.84

> The long head of the lamp and 140 degree beam angle allows for greater 
dispersion of the light

>  Built-in driver for ultimate ease of installation
>  The 350mm flexible arm makes it simple to adjust the position of the light
> The fitting has a small push switch on the end of the light head, making it 

simple to switch the light on/off as required
> Extremely low energy consumption. Each fitting runs at only 1.6W
> Quick and simple to install

'in-built driver for 
ease of installation'

Built-in driver

On/off switch integrated 
on the end of the fitting
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m
m
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SensioPod >
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SensioPod >

SensioPod
Pull up Socket

> Die cast metal top in a choice of three finishes, Chrome, Black Nickel and 
Stainless Steel. Or select a plastic top with an aluminium or black finish and 
chrome handle

> Choose the SensioPod which best suits your requirements. The options are; 
power only, power with 2 x USB ports and power with 2 x RJ45 ports

> Aluminium casing and slim profile design
> A great addition to a home office
> IP54 rated
> Quick release catch to guarantee the unit will always close securely
> Neon green control switch provides a simple means of checking appliances 

have been turned off when not in use to save on energy bills
> Visible plugs and unsightly cables will no longer be seen as the SensioPod+ 

can be retracted fully whilst products are still plugged in

'ideal for charging the 
Lithium-ion range'

Code Finish Sockets RRP

SE80050AL Aluminium 3 x power, 2 x USB £79.20

SE80050BK Black 3 x power £58.68

SE80050CH Chrome 3 x power, 2 x USB £124.56

SE80050GM Black  Nickel 3 x power, 2 x USB £124.56

SE80050SS Stainless Steel 3 x power, 2 x USB £124.92

SE80060AL Aluminium 3 x power, 2 x RJ45 £90.12

Chrome

SE80060AL

Black Nickel

Stainless Steel

Cut-out Ø90-92mm

Inset shows the SensioPod recharging the Solus

SE80060ALSE80050BKSE80050AL/CH/GM/SS

BlackAluminium

Our SensioPod with USB ports 
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Sensors & Controllers >

PIR sensors are built-in 
to many of the fittings 
in the bedroom lighting 
range. These sensors 
have a detection range 
of 2m and between 90° 

infrared beams the connected lighting is 
switched on. If no movement is detected 
for 30 seconds the lighting will switch off.

and 120°. 

The alternative to PIR

We also have IR sensor 
switches. For example, the 
SE40516 (pg 44).
An IR sensor sits at the front of the 
wardrobe/cabinet to detect the opening and 
closing of the door at close range. 
The SE40518 (pg 43) is a more discreet IR 
sensor which is to be recessed into an internal 
wardobe shelf.

If additional information is required on lighting 
control, please call 0845 0340 780. 

What is PIR?

Passive Infrared. 
The sensor detects motion 
via infrared beams up to 2.5 
metres away. When 
movement interrupts the 

Image shows the Mimas which has a PIR integrated.

Image shows the SE2015000 PIR Sensor fit inside a wardrobe 
with the Continuum.

will allow you to dim and switch your 
lighting.  Or if you have colour changing or 
DuoFlex strip lighting a remote control can 
be used to change the LED colour or the 
lighting effect.

LED Dimming

Do you have mood lighting 
above your wardrobes or 
around the bed? Then consider 
a dimming remote control. This
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Sensors >

Recessed sensors

80°

1 
- 2

m

0.5 - 2.5m

A
80°

1 
- 2

m

0.5 - 2.5m

A

80°

1 
- 2

m

0.5 - 2.5m

A
80°

1 
- 2

m

0.5 - 2.5m

A

Top View Side View
Part A should be positioned 
parallel to the floor.

Good Sensitivity Poor Sensitivity

SE2015000 - 30/60W Motion Sensor Switch
> Suitable to be used with 12V or 24V products 

without an integrated sensor
> Works as an on/off switch for lights mounted 

inside a wardrobe or cabinet
> Mount at the back of a wardrobe as the 

detection range is 2.5m
> If motion is not detected for 30 seconds or more 

the sensor will deactivate
> An attractive and effective lighting control 

option.
> Small and discreet product
> Aluminium finish

'activate lights 
with motion'

'activate lights 
with motion'

Code Max Wattage Use with Cable length Detection range Driver RRP

SE2015000 30/60W 12V, 24V products 1.5m with 6 port JB4 connector attached 0.5-2.5cm ■ ■ £25.08

SE40518 - 250W Cabinet Sensor Switch 
> Detection range of 5cm. Recess into internal shelves 

in wardrobes or wall units. When the door is 
opened all connected lighting will be switched on 
and switched off when the door closes

> Can be used with; 12V, 24V or 240V fittings which 
do not have an integrated switch or sensor

> High wattage of 250W means the sensor will run a 
large number fittings

> Can be used in kitchens or bedrooms
> Very discreet switching option, especially in darker 

furniture

Detector mounted 
on internal shelf. 

Door open
lamp turns on.

Door closed 
lamp turns off. 

Code Max Wattage Use with Cut out Cable length Detection range Driver RRP

SE40518 250W 12V, 24V or 240V products 13mm 2m 5-10cm ■ ■ £24.60
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m
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Sensors >

Dual function IR sensors

'activate lights 
with motion'

' 3 functions,
including dimming'
SE40520 250W Dimming Sensor Switch

>  Multi-functional product. The SE40520 has 3 
functions, use as a dimmer, on/off switch or 
in-cabinet on/off switch for 12V & 24V  
LED products

> IR Sensor, meaning the unit would need to be  
    fit at the front of a wardrobe. The connected  
    lights will switch on/off as the door opens and  
    closes

>  Aluminium finish to match the majority of the 
bedroom lighting range

>  Use with any 12V or 24V Sensio product  
(without an integrated sensor)

> Plug and play, no additional wiring is required

Operation 
The SE40520 sensor has different 
functions. 

Swipe - The lights are activated 
by a hand swipe across the sensor 
and deactivated the same way. In 
this mode, hold your hand in front 

of the sensor the dim the lights. 
The longer you hold the more the 
lights dim. 

In Cabinet - The lights are 
activated by the opening of a  
door and deactivated once the 
door closes. 

Code Max Wattage Use with Cable length Detection range Driver RRP

SE40520 30W 12V or 24V products 2 x 1.5m with 6 port JB4 connector 5-10cm ■ ■ £15.60

64mm

18mm 16.5mm

SE40516 15/30W Cabinet/Swipe Sensor Switch 
>  Can be used with 12V & 24V products  

(without an integrated sensor)
> Works as an on/off switch for these fittings
> Mount inside a wardrobe/cabinet  

– open door to activate connected light(s)
    – close door to deativate connected light(s)
> 5-10cm detection range, so unwanted  

detection is not a problem
> Can be surface mounted or recessed
> Plug and play, no additional wiring is required
> Aluminium finish to match the majority of our 

bedroom lighting range

Code Max Wattage Use with Cut out Cable length Detection range Driver RRP

SE40516 15/30W 12V or 24V LED products 14mm 1.5m with 6 port JB4 connector 5-10cm ■ ■ £17.64

10.8mm

63mm
12mm

Ø14mm

Connect to driver

Vi n

Vout

Connect to lights

Recess into the wardrobe/cabinet. 
Cut out required: 14mm 

Surface mount on the front edge of 
the wardrobe/cabinet. 
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Remote Control >

Dimming Remote Control

Mains 230V
Driver Receiver

Distribution 
block

Lights

> Create or choose the lighting level that is perfect for you at the touch of 
a button

> Multiple functions of the RF Dimmer:
   - Dim to the lowest light level 

  - Set to full brightness 
  - Select the desired light level 
  - On/off switching

> Memory function of the performance before last switched off
> One remote can control up to 8 receivers
> Each button on the remote control can be programmed to control one area 

of lighting (for example one button to control the over wardrobe lighting 
and the other to control the flexible strip lighting around the bed). 
Alternatively, control multiple areas of lighting from a single button

> Radio Signal - Maximum range of controller is 20m

'dimming and switching
for all areas of lighting'

Code Max Wattage Use with Driver RRP

SE40670 30W 12V products ■ £57.60

SE40675 50W 24V products ■ £57.60

Code Max Wattage Buttons Driver RRP

SE40682 50W 2 ■ ■ £36.00

SE40684 50W 4 ■ ■ £86.40

LED RF 30W/50W Wireless Dimming Receiver  
with 12 JB4 Distributor

C

Dimming Remote 
Control

A

B D

B >

A >

C >

D >

Remote Control 
The remote control enables a smooth dimming, 
brightening and switching on and off of lighting.

Driver 
Drivers are needed to connect the receiver, i.e. 
dimmer to the mains.

Receiver 
The receiver picks up signals from the remote 
control unit to control the lighting effects.

Distribution block (supplied with the receiver) 
The distribution block enables several lights to 
be connected to and controlled by one receiver.

LED RF Remote Control 
2 or 4 Channel Transmitter

SE40682
SE40684
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Connecting by colour

>   All components are colour coded.
>  The packaging is colour coded.
>  The cable on the product (above the connection 

plug)  is colour coded, this ensures that all products 
are connected to a driver for the required voltage.

>  The wattage of the driver is also indicated on the 
block so when connecting fittings you can be sure 
not to exceed the wattage allowance of the driver.

To simplify the process of selecting the appropriate driver for your lighting 
requirements, Sensio has introduced an easy-to-use colour coding system.  
The cable on the light fitting, the distributor block on the driver and the outer 
packaging for each product all carry a colour-coded label. 

Sensio’s colour coding system makes 
ordering everything required for your 
lighting design just that little bit simpler.

All drivers featured in this brochure are 
coded with a small coloured square. 
Simply refer to the product table 
opposite to find the colour that is correct 
for your lights.

All components 
and even the 
packaging is 
colour coded.
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Code Description Colour Coding                            RRP

SE40522 15W Driver with 4 RGB LED Port & Switch ■ £37.08

SE40625 6W Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £15.00

SE40525 15W Driver with 6 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £19.92

SE40526 30W Driver with 12 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £35.04

SE40553 6W Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £16.68

SE40554 6W Driver with 4 Port JB4 Distributor & 13A Plug ■ £18.48

SE40555 15W Driver with 6 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £20.28

SE40556 30W Driver with 12 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £33.12

SE40557 50W Driver with 12 Port JB4 Distributor ■ £52.32

SE40570 15W Driver with 4 RGB Port, Remote, Receiver & Controller ■ £90.12

SE40571 30W Driver with 8 RGB Port, Remote, Receiver & Controller ■ £101.40

How to select the right driver  
for your lights: 

1. All drivers in this brochure are  
 colour coded. Refer to the   
 product table to find the colour  
 that is correct for your lights.

2. Each driver can run a number of  
 lights. Simply divide the wattage  
 of the driver by the wattage of a  
 single light and this will tell you  
 exactly how many lights can be 
 run by the driver. 
  
 Example:
 15W driver with 3W lights 
 15 ÷ 3 = 5 lights

3. Some drivers are available in  
 more than one rating e.g. 15W 
       and 30W. Simply work out the  
 best option dependent on the  
 number of lights you have.

 Note:  Drivers have a limited   
 number of ports where lights  
 are connected. A driver with 
 4 ports is therefore limited 
 to a maximum of 4 lights. 
 See the table for the number 
 of ports.

Drivers Choose the appropriate driver(s) for your 
design from our premium range of drivers.
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